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ABSTRACT The paper will be organized as follows. The proposed architecture
of equalizer is stated in section 2. Section 3 shows the hardware cost

In COFDM receiver, the full time operation equalizer is the first comparison between proposed architecture and direct map method,
stage of data recovery. Since the performance of equalizer will and performance in our design. We made summary and conclusions
influence the overall system performance, the hardware cost and in section 4, 5, and reference in section 6.
power consumption of equalizer may not be the first issue in existing
designs. In this paper, we propose an approach of equalizer for MPEG2/H.264
COFDM broadcasting systems. This equalizer is optimized for m Scrambler Outer Coder Itrlae Inner Coder Inelar

hardware cost, and power consumption without performance lost.
Comparing with existing design for 0.1 8um process, the proposed Mapping
design area is reduced to 9.5% and the power consumption is Insertion Flter

reduced to 30.10% of division-based equalizer, respectively.

1. INTRODUCTION
Pre-FFT

FT

Post-FFT Channel

In wireless communications, the receiver systems have to Synchronization Synchronization estimation

compensate the channel effects. Therefore, the channel equalizer and - - -

FEC techniques are exploited the system performance. The channel Inner D Pilot
De-interleaver (Soft) Removal extraction

equalizer is used to recover original signal under non-perfect channel
environment. In OFDM-based communication systems, the received

DeodrDeiterear DeOdter De-scrambler MPEG2/H.264signal Rfk] can be expressed by Dcd _

R[k] = S[k] fH[k]+ N[k], (1) Measurement Quasi Error Free (QEF) Criterion
(2X10-4)

Where Sfk] is the transmitted signal, Hfk] is the CFR, and Nfk] is Fig. 1 .The DVB-T/H system
AWGN noise. The estimated signal Sfk] can be obtained by dividing 2. THE PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE
the estimated CFR, Hfk] from channel estimation.

In complex divider, the equation can be expressed by:
R[k]S[ki ^ [ ], (2)
H[k] a+bi ac+bd bc - ad .

c + di c2 + d2 c2 + d2
In related research, there was other approach via changing

receiving data format to achieve divider-free method [6]. The (rn2i) (rn-n-i)
hardware cost and power consumption of transferring processes are Presentrange e {222_222} ()
the additional overhead. Here, we propose one new method to
simplify divider complexity without transferring receiving data Saturation point: a - +2(m2 -2-n) (5)
format. In the same time, we replace the division operation by
recurrence step based algorithm [5]. In recurrence step algorithm, it
only requires an adder (substracter) and a few registers to implement. Total length m bits

The signal bus needs sufficient digits to represent receiving S
signals in order to get enough accuracy. In addition, the cycle time of
DVB-T/H systems for 8Mhz channels is about 109ns. Due to the Integer Decimal fraction
long cycle time and the high hardware cost of long digits dividers, (m-n) bits n bits
we propose a low cost architecture to implement the equivalent S: sign bit
divider.

The platform of DVB-T/H system [1] is shown in Fig.l1. The Fig.2.The format (in, n) structure
system has 2k and 8k transmission modes. This specification uses
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) with 1705 First, we define the format (mn, n) of the signed number, where mn
carriers ("2K") or 6817 carriers ("8K"). is the total bits and n is the bits of decimal. The format structure is

shown in Fig.2. The formats of inputs a, b, c, d, are (inl, n1), and the
*Work supported by the National Science Council of Taiwan, formats of outputs e, f are (in2, n2). In this process, it will produce
R.O.C., under Grant NSC 93-2220-E-009-033- some intermediate values like (ac + bd), (bc - ad), and (c2 + d)

which formats are (2in1, 2n1). Furthermore, in order to get n2 bits in
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decimal accuracy, so the dividend should shift n2 bits left. The Then, we update A by (sub<<]) or (A<<]) depends on the sign bit
dividend becomes (2mi + n2) bits and the divisor is (2mi) bits. of sub to get the next bit of quotient. We can get the quotient of

format (Mi2, n2) one by one bit through (M2-]) cycles in state 2. The
Since the output can only present in range P, we define saturation flow of the main function in state 2 is shown in Fig.5.

point a. When the output data is out of the range P, it will be
saturated at saturation point a. So if we implement the divider by A=dividend >>(m2-n2-l)
design ware provided directly, the hardware will be cost high. B=divisor

Fortunately, the speed of transmission is not critical issue. The
cycle time of the DVB-T/H system for 8Mhz channel is about 109 ns. Sub A - B
So we can use only an M2 bits subtractor and a shifter with higher
clock rate to implement.

2.1 Proposed architecture YES NO

First, the procedure of proposed architecture consists of three I I

states [5]. In state 1, it will detect if the result is saturated or not. If Saturation Not saturation
saturation occurs, it goes to state 3, else goes to state 2. In state 2, it
will do main function including subtraction operation and getting the
quotient by iterations. At last, it will output the result of division in State 3 State 2
state 3.The state diagram is shown in Fig.3.

Fig.4.The flow of the state 1
State 1

detect saturationSu A-
Next operation Not saturated

Saturation YES NO

State 3 State 2
output the result do main function A= Sub<<1 A=A<<1

the q[k]=l the q[k]=O
Fig.3.The state diagram

As mention before, because of the format (m2, n2) of output so we NO
can detect that if the result is saturated in the beginning. If the result To get the
is saturated, we can get the output immediately. In that case, other next q[k-l] YES
logics will be idle for power saving. Go state 3

The basic concept of this proposed architecture is to implement Fig.5.The flow of the main function in state 2
by one subtraction to get each bit of the quotient in each cycle. We
can divide one symbol period into several cycles, by rising clock rate In state 3, it is output stage. It will let the result of division be
to simplify the hardware. First, we define A is the minuend, B is the stable for at least one cycle.
subtrahend, and sub is the result of subtraction. We determine the
quotient by subtracting B from A. In this algorithm, the quotient can Furthermore, we should determine the clock rate of this
only present '1' or '0', so if A is larger than two times of B, the architecture which depends on the cycles of one operation. It will
quotient can't represent. For this reason, we must make sure that A take (M2-1) cycles totally. The first cycle is for state 1 to detect if it
can not be larger than two times ofB in state 2. is saturation. The following (M2-]) cycles are for computing the (M2-

1) bits of quotient excluding sign bit. The sign bit can be determine
Because of the output format is (Mi2, n2), the saturation point is a. before state 2. It will output the complete quotient stably in the last

In state 1, we let A be the dividend after shifting (M2 - n2 -1) bits right, cycle. So there are (M2+1) cycles needed in one operation, in other
and let B be the divisor. IfA is larger than B, it will represent that the word the ratio between clock rate and symbol rate is {1: (M2+1)}.
quotient is saturation, and the quotient will be the saturation point a. The timing diagram is shown in Fig.6.
IfA is smaller than B, it will make sure that A can not be larger than
two times of B, and it will go to state 2 to get the quotient. The flow System CLK-
of state 1 is shown in Fig.4. Working CLK 1rl .... . . . . -F]

(m2+1) cycles
Because of A is dividend »> (in2-n2-]) in state 1, it will let Sae1 Sae2= m-)cce tt

quotient normalized to 1. The result of division will shift back at last, Sae1Sae2= m-)cce .... tt
so it will not be affected. The relative position of dividend and ValidX
divisor is exactly to get the MSB of the quotient. Furthermore, we
can use subtraction to determine the quotient qfk] is ' 1' or '0' by Fig.6.Timing diagram
binary property. When A . B, the qfk] will be ' 1' else not, we can
determine it by the sign bit of the subtraction result. If A > B, the
sign bit of sub is '0' and qfk] is ' 1', A < B, the sign bit of sub is '1 '
and qfk] is '0'. We can find qfk] is the inverse of the sign bit of sub.
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2.2 Hardware implementation Next, we provide our fix point simulations for Gaussian, Ricean,
Rayleigh, channels in Fig.8 to Fig.10. For quasi-error-free (QEF)

In this algorithm, the hardware consists of one (2ml) bits reception, the projected post-RS BER is < 10-"1, requiring a post-
subtractor, and (2m1+ m2) bits registers. One register updates the Viterbi BER < 2 10-4 of which is taken for evaluation here. The SNR
minuend every cycle. The other register is for keeping output stable. required for QEF reception strongly depends on the transmission
The minuend is selected from the dividend after shifting (m2-n2-1) channel. A good compromise between bandwidth efficiency and
bits right, (A<<]), and (sub<<]) (the result of subtraction) by robustness is 64-QAM with code rate 2/3 (mode used in UK).
MUX1 and MUX2. The subtrahend is the divisor. The control
signals of MUX1 and MUX2 are depends on each state and sign bit Here the channel estimation is adopted 2xlD linear interpolation
of sub. The qfk] is inverse of the sign bit of sub. Furthermore, the qfk] in time and frequency domains [2] [3] [4]. We set the input formats
is one bit output per cycle, so it will through an S/P after M2 cycles to of equalizer to (12, 10), intermediate values set to (24, 20), and the
become an M2 bits output. The hardware architecture is shown in outputs of equalizer are (12, 10). Furthermore, we use "perfect
Fig.7. channel" with floating point simulation as reference. In perfect

channel, the estimated CFR from channel estimation is the CFR
specified in standard [1]. Finally, we can find the simulations of

MUXll 2 IA MUX2 2xlD linear interpolation estimation are about 1.0db higher than
dividend 2mA\ perfect channel condition, when BER achieves to QEF. The

Shift(m,-nm- I) right rcgitstcr \2ml subperformance summary is list on the table 2.
Shift (ir-n2- 1) right register2 u

WorkingCLK _ ,m2 OUT 10° Gaussian with AWGN
2mlBtrmeg1bsitts110 0 l~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~BIIm2 bits i

~~~~~~~register io
divisor >E E - I --H

-2

WorkingCLK 10-
Fig.7. Hardware implementation of the proposed architecture -3F -2--I-- Z--Z--

10
3. COMPARISION ON PERFORMANCE AND COST 0y-. =Il-- = =

To evaluate the cost of the proposed approach and the existing - - -r- T

design, we make a comparison of these two methods. Here, we take 10- e f=hI
our platform for example. First, in our design the inputs format are perec anne
(12, 10), output formats are (12, 10), and the intermediate values 1o6-2x1 D inear (12,10)
would be (24, 20). This quantization level is lost less than 0.5 dB QEF - t

between fix point simulations and floating point simulations. The 0.5 io-7
dB lost gap due to hardware implementation is acceptable. In 2 4 6 N dB)2 14 16 18 20
addition to the output formats are (12, 10), so we should take a
divider which dividend is 34 bits and divisor is 24 bits. In contrast to
the proposed architecture, it only takes a 24 bits subtractor and 36 Fig.8. Performance ofDVB-T/H receiver "Gaussian" channel 64-
(24+12) bits registers, but the working rate should up to 118Mhz QAMcoderate=2/3
(64/7* 13). The comparison is shown in Table 1.

0 Ricean with AWGN

In table 1, we can find in the proposed architecture can be - -I < <_ -_ -
equivalent to replace the dividing base equalizer. The area is 9.5% of -- -

the existing design, and power consumption for one symbol is 30.10% --- -----

of the existing design. The clock rate is rising to 118 Mhz, and it is 102
easily to achieve this rate. - E_

-3
Table I.Comparision on cost between the existing design and 10

proposed architecture 0. II_

Divider architecture Existing proposedTDlvlder archltecturedesign propos> perfect channel - -LL

Clock rate 64/7 Mhz [1] 118Mhz 106- 2xlD linear (12 21)
t X lQEF -

io-7
Clock period l09 ns 8.4ns 0 2 4 6 8 1 12 14 16d 18 2

(bytesgco mpier 5901 564 XFig.9. Performance of DVB-T/H4 receiver "Ricean"' channel 64-
|(bydesign___compiler) QAM code rate=2/3

|Power per symbol
|(gate-level simulation 2.184 mW 0.658 mW
lresult by Prime-Power)
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0 Rayleigh with AWGN 5. CONCLUSION
10 -1- -1- _:E lEe EEXEXX:J X :E: EXXt _: 1 t-,< s s v X ~~~~~~I IE E E: Er

W2 T TTT- --In OFDM systems, the one tap filter equalizer is usually adopted.
10-1

-
-

The hardware cost is higher as the signal buses with more bits.
-R)f - Usually, in order to get better performance, the number bits of signal

7 T Fr Fr X r L r L L L L buses become more and more. However, if the transmission speed is
-2

-
= =1L = = = = = not very high, like DVB-T/H systems, we can use higher clock rate

= I= = = -F======to get equivalent function. As compare to existing designs, our
1S - 4 + + -,- -- proposed architecture can reduce to 10% of hardware cost and 30%

-(-H10-3 _ X X AAXttX_of power consumption in equalizer part.

-0- perfect channel 6. REFERENCE
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4. HARDWARE SUMMARY

Figure 11 shows the micro-photo of the OFDM-based DVB-T/H
baseband processor. This chip is fabricated in 0.18-rtm one-poly six-
metal CMOS process. Furthermore, the equalizer part is integrated
by design ware. According to Table 1, we can expect the equalizer
part could reduce to 10% by proposed architecture. The hardware
reduction of whole system can reach almost 4%.
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